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Lesson 12

Ownership Nouns in Sentences
Sometimes a noun ends with an apostrophe and s. It

shows ownership. Something belongs to it.

The goat pulled Lucy’s cart.

Lucy’s has an apostrophe and an s. That means
something belongs to Lucy. Do you know what belongs
to Lucy? Yes, the cart belongs to Lucy.

Some words that end with s are plural nouns. They
mean more than one.

The goats pulled the cart.

Goats has an s. It is a plural noun. It does not show
that anything belongs to the goats. It means that more
than one goat pulled the cart.

Circle the ownership nouns. Underline two plural nouns.
Put an x on the singular nouns.

1. Jack’s toys are in his bedroom.

2. The buck’s antlers are big.

3. The cat licked the kitten’s ear.

4. Cathy played in the neighbor’s yard.

5. John’s big, blue truck is in the shop.



Write the sentences, making a noun show ownership in each
sentence. The first one is done for you.

This truck belongs to Joey.

This is Joey’s truck.
6. The tail of the squirrel is bushy.

7. The handle of the cup broke.

Read the story on page 45 again. Read the ending you wrote.
Check the boxes as you do the steps to finish your story.
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8. Change any part of your story that needs to be changed.

Add any new thoughts that you have.

Write your ideas neatly on other paper.



Circle the person’s name you
should say first when you 
introduce someone.

9. Mother or your friend Sue

10. neighbor boy or Grandmother

11. Miss Wilson or your sister Jean

12. Samuel or Julia

Underline the answer that best finishes each sentence.

13. All names for God begin with a . . .

a. small letter. b. capital letter. c. cursive letter.

14. When you finish a story . . .

a. do not write any ideas.

b. write your ideas in correct order.
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Proofread your paper. Did you use capital letters in the
right places? Did you use punctuation marks where they
belong? Is your ending interesting? Did you write neatly?

If you marked up your paper very much, you will need to
write your story again on other paper. Write it neatly.



Underline the verb in each sentence.

15. Mother Opossum carried her babies on her back.

16. The beautiful rose bush bloomed
all summer.

17. The stars twinkled in the sky.

Circle the words that should be capitalized.

18. please stay on the playground, karen.

19. mother put edith’s dress in the closet.

Divide the words into syllables.

20. sudden doc tor twi t ter of ten happy

Circle the correct words.

21. Mom put too, two eggs in the cake batter.

22. She needs too, to add sugar too, to.

23. I is, am enjoying my school work.

The overcurve stroke is another cursive stroke. It starts
at the baseline and goes up. A few letters have the
overcurve stroke.
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Trace the overcurve strokes with your pencil. Write ten
overcurve strokes on other paper.

24.

Find and trace the overcurve strokes in these letters. Write
the manuscript letters beside the cursive letters.

25. x z v y
Trace these undercurve and downcurve strokes. Write five
undercurve and five downcurve strokes on other paper.

26.

Sometimes w is a consonant. When w says w, it is a
consonant. It is usually at the beginning of a word or
syllable when it is a consonant.

The w in these words is a consonant:

water    were    swim    week    Wednesday

Sometimes w is a vowel. It is a vowel when it comes
after another vowel and does not say w. It does not say
any sound of its own, but helps the vowel say its sound.
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The w is a vowel in these words:

raw    lawn    gown    crow    shown

Write the spelling words that have w as a vowel.

27.

Write the spelling words that have w as a consonant.

28.

Lesson 13

Using Parts of Books
The table of contents and the index are two very

helpful parts of books. Use them to find quickly what
you are looking for in the book.

The table of contents is in the front of your book. It
lists all the lesson titles in your book and has the page
numbers on the right. The lesson number is on the left.
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This LightUnit has an index in the back listing many
words in this LightUnit. The words are in alphabetical
order and have page numbers beside them. For some
words, there is more than one page number. You can
read something about the word on each page listed. 

Circle table of contents or index to show where to find these.

1. lesson number table of contents    index

2. page number of a word table of contents    index

3. page number of a lesson table of contents    index

4. alphabetical list of words table of contents    index

Answer these questions using the table of contents and
index.

5. In which lesson can you read about
“Words That Show Ownership”?

6. Find the page on which you can 
read about “Dividing Words Into
Syllables.”

7. Find three pages on which you can read about consonant blends.
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Lesson 13

8. In which lesson can you read about 
“Capitalizing More Names of God”?

9. What is the title of Lesson 8?

10. Write the page number on which 
you can find the Cursive and 
Manuscript Alphabets.

Circle yes or no to tell if the statement is right.

11. It is good to guess if you do not know a word.

yes            no

12. Learn to sound out words to read the Bible better.

yes            no

13. Put a comma between the month and the day.

yes            no

14. Put a comma between the day and the year.

yes            no

Write the sentence using an ownership noun.

15. This wrench belongs to Dad.

WE REMEMBER
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Add describing words to build this sentence.

16. Birds chirped.

Match the word with the right k spelling.

17. r4 k t6 ke

sn7a ck st3 k

sh6 ke cr7e ck

Underline the pronouns.

18. I we children he

19. you Sally they animal

You will write more overcurve strokes today. Is your
paper slanted right? Are you using good posture? Are
you ready to do your best?
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Trace the overcurve strokes with your pencil. Write ten
overcurve strokes on other paper.

20.

Find and trace the overcurve strokes in these cursive letters.
Write the manuscript letters beside the cursive letters.

21. k j g m 
Trace the downcurve and undercurve strokes.  Write five
downcurve and five undercurve strokes on other paper.

22.

Consonant blends are two or more consonants
together that make two or more sounds. Sl and fl are
consonant blends.

A consonant blend may be at the beginning, in the
middle, or at the end of a word.
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Write a spelling word that has a three-consonant blend.

23.

Write spelling words that begin with two-consonant blends.

24.

Write a word that ends with a consonant blend.

25.

Lesson 14

From Statements to Questions
We use many statements when we talk. We ask

questions. Statements and questions are sentences.

Use a statement when you want to tell someone
something. Use a question when you want to ask
something.

Questions can be changed to statements and
statements can be changed to questions.
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